INSPECTION REPORT

Name and Address of the Owner : Robotic Parking Systems inc.,
Al Jahara Court Complex, Basement,
P.O.Box 21403, safat 13075
Al Jahara, State of Kuwait.

Type of Inspection : WITNESSING OF THROUGHPUT (VISUAL AND
FUNCTIONAL INSPECTION)

Location : AL JAHARA COURT COMPLEX

Equipment : Robotic Parking System

Name of Manufacturer : Robotic parking system inc

Average retrieval time for single vehicle : 177 Seconds

Throughput capacity : 425 cars/hour (In bound and out bound traffic).

Note: Witnessing carried out with empty car pallets only.

Inspection Carried Out:

The witnessing of throughput/visual inspection and functional test has been carried out on the above Robotic system and it is safe to operate for its intended use within the design limits specified, provided there is continuous maintenance applied.

Inspection Results:

The above Robotic system has been visually inspected and functionally tested, found satisfactory at the time of inspection.

The report become invalid if any alteration made to the above mentioned system.